Ten strategies for survival in the attention economy
Introduction
Astute observers are increasingly aware that attention is evolving as a dynamic economic driver of all branded markets -and this trend will continue to accelerate. Many of the IBM Business Consulting Services insights about competing for attention by entertainment and media companies apply as well to a variety of other industries. To make this generic applicability a bit more obvious, this article provides general advice on strategies for gaining competitive advantage in an attention economy, using a limited number of examples from the entertainment industry as evidence. Attention should no longer be viewed as a commodity, but as a scarce economic resource. This is because we are witnessing a fundamental shift in the way people value and allocate their time. Essentially, this shift reverses the assumption of "mass production for a mass culture."
In addition to competing on the basis of price, value, or innovation, in an environment saturated with choices but pressed for time, brands will also increasingly vie for attention on an individual level. Indeed, branded products and services in many industries are already competing harder than ever at all the "touch points, " the opportunities for customers to interact with an organization. Here is how the new competition -not just for market share, but also for influence -differs from the old.
The traditional value chain was a linear sequence that began with research and development and moved straight through the steps of manufacturing, distribution and marketing until it reached the customer. The creator of goods determined the design of products and "pushed" the consumer to accept them.
In contrast, when managing flows of attention becomes the central force, the linear "push" towards the customer becomes an interactive loop -transforming the nature of the relationship with customers from "push" to "push-pull." The individual customer exerts "pull" to help, design, produce and deliver the products and services that contribute to his or her experiences.
We call this process of value delivery an "attention loop" rather than a value chain. The customer's attention is engaged at two places in the loop:
(1) The creation of the product itself; and (2) the way the product is delivered/experienced. The most cost-effective kind of interaction is that which provides the shortest distance between consumers and producers. Your company need not manufacture a service in order to deliver the service. Instead, companies should apply their capital to customer-facing activities. Forget vertical integration. It is a relic of the industrial age. In the attention economy, owning all steps of the value chain is meaningless. Your objective should be to own all possible avenues of interaction with customers. In the attention-based economy, consumers continuously exert influence to get more of what they believe in and want. In entertainment and media industries, for example, brand owners are migrating from offering products and services to offering experiences. Power is shifting from attention buyers -those who market entertainment and media -to attention generators -those consumers who most actively distribute their attention to whatever pleases them, and who influence the attention of others.
This new type of customer -"the experiencer" consistently exercises personal choices in using services like the individual home page to control what takes center stage in his or her consciousness. Networked consumers will increasingly be creative collaborators in the experiences they desire, shaping content to make it individually relevant.
Customer perception will rule, and consumer attention will determine which businesses thrive or fail. At every contact with a brand, materially glutted, media-saturated customers who manage their attention defensively will ask themselves, "Are you trying to help me get what I really want, or just trying to sell me something?"
The competition for attention should play a central role in your executive leadership's strategic philosophy. Here are IBM Business Consulting Services' top ten strategy recommendations for effective competition in the attention economy. Companies that view attention as a resource will commit to respecting and cultivating attention. Your company must plant attention, harvest it, and plant it again elsewhere. Your strategy and decision-making must involve greater creativity in thinking about people. If your company looks at customers as mere beans to be counted -or ground up and filtered through your marketing programs -your brand will suffer. In reality, people are bearers of a valuable resource, attention. Attention-competitive brands will plant and nurture relationships with people.
Paying attention to people involves continuously figuring out how to relate to, inspire, recruit, ally, align and attract people -not just consumers and your customers, but also your employees and alliance partners. Each person in the attention loop contributes to your customer's experience with your brand.
Customer relationship management (CRM) is one answer to the need to connect directly with customers. CRM enables a company to respond to people, whether they are consumers or business customers; as unique individuals. CRM helps a company:
• Understand customers as experiencers of its brand;
• respect customers' lifetime value to the brand; and
• focus effectively on sustaining relationships with individuals.
Through an integrated approach of strategy and technology, CRM assembles each customer's preferences and transactions with your brand, and makes the data simultaneously available to all authorized customer-facing employees at any company location -any time, anywhere, around the globe. It can enable a company to mine consumer data and appeal to niches within its customer base, to create customer communities, or to change its marketing and targeting approach with the life changes of a customer -for example, when a customer adds young children to the household. For business customers, CRM helps create efficient, productive relationships through providing rapid "institutional memory" of a wealth of data, information and transaction history between companies. Such "memories" are essential to achieve connection with your customers. Think of them as photos in your family album. You and your customers are family. Get the picture?
Find new revenue streams -now!
In the next five years, digital and pre-digital business models will converge. The rage over "e-business" as a stand-alone activity will have died and been replaced by the understanding that "e" is part of business at all levels. Digital and e-business transformation is ultimately capable of bringing about a dramatically different future (see sidebar: "Scenario planning").
What we have seen to date is only the preliminary foundation. But the entire foundation will take at least a decade to build. Be prepared to develop and operate business initiatives in both the digital and non-digital spheres for the next few years, running some parallel programs in both camps. The dot.bomb shakeout is evidence that profitable performance must remain an imperative of your new business functions -e-business included.
Companies should devise comprehensive, increasingly integrated strategies to explore the expanding number of touch points. Television, voice, ubiquitous computing, PDA, kiosk and traditional channels will vie for attention, along with emerging technologies -Wireless Application Protocol (WAP), interactive Web and ITV. A multi-channel strategy avoids merely putting up a Web site that cuts into your existing share. Its aim is to gather attention by being in all the places your customers are likely to be.
Set your customers and your brands free
Paying attention to consumers and customers is, more than anything, about connecting with people. Paying attention to customers restores the sense of community that characterized both the mom and pop store and the custom retailers that preceded globalization and digital interaction. Digital communication can divide a community or it can connect people. Companies should pay attention with understanding, flexibility and friendliness to the concerns of target groups, forming caring relationships with communities of customers.
With consumers driving the choice, providers should listen closely to customers and build ways to give them appealing choices and information, when and where it will please them to find it. Brands must focus more than ever on precise strategies for gaining attention share. Effective competition will build brand stickiness without hard sell. CRM technologies and database-aided research will help discern not only what the individual really wants, but also to what new offerings will the consumer pay attention.
Successful companies will "set their customers and their brands free" by providing a memorable, pleasant customer experience, even when the customer tries out the brand but does not buy -this time. Sampling is essential (see sidebar: "The MECA scenario still describes the future").
Scenario planning
The future cannot be predicted with absolute accuracy. We help our clients approach this reality with iterative scenario planning.
Companies Advertising as we now know it will increasingly give way to interactive content that provides a variety of product information. The game will no longer be about stimulating a mass market. Instead, custom-buying experiences will flourish. Companies will learn to ask, "Is this product the right one for you? We want you to be satisfied." Companies will tailor their offerings to smaller segments, which may generate less total profit, but still be highly profitable. A company's total profits will come from an aggregation of smaller, profitable segments.
Content should remain consumer-driven to avoid backlash, such as the present annoyance at telephone answering trees, intrusive telemarketing, super-complex Web pages that crash, and consumer offers that fail to deliver. Consumers already suspect that electronic data storage poses challenges to their financial, social and medical privacy. Outstanding service should not only be customized and friendly; it also should work effectively to conduct transactions with a minimum of steps and a maximum of security. Brand owners must stand behind their claims and courtesies, because their decisions will be instantly and relentlessly exposed to a global network.
At the same time, players whose business strategies are sharply defined and who make strategic use of electronic management will hone their segments, focus on the best customers and most likely prospects, and maintain continuous electronic housecleaning. group experiences to uniquely personal ones. We foresee that MECA's anchor tenants -large entertainment conglomerate players -will continue to grow, strategically acquiring and spinning off segments according to closely-watched consumer attention criteria. Portal tenants and their successors continue to consolidate among themselves as they mature. The segmentor tenants, those mid-sized companies that appeal to select targets yet attract the attention of a wider audience, are struggling or dying, pointing to their need for a bricks-and-modems or multichannel strategy. Micro niche boutiques and amateurs in kiosks face steep challenges that may only be overcome by alliances with larger tenants.
Do not pay for impressions, pay for attention
Not impressions, not clicks, but completed transactions should be the new measure of advertising effectiveness. Media companies will share in the success of their advertisers -that is the good news. Revenue sharing is an example. The bad news is that advertisers will abandon media that do not show results.
The outlook for traditional advertising is positive. Fears that Internet advertising would make it obsolete have proved unjustified. With both the Summer Olympics and another US presidential election in 2004, advertising revenues could balloon by over US$1 billion (Donald, 1999) . In both new and traditional media, the same precision enabled by e-business in targeting and responding to customers also enables greater tracking of results, and effective companies will demand -and receive -measurements of advertising's worth.
Producers that thrive will be those that select and target markets effectively and place increasing value on paying attention to customer relationships and retention (see sidebar:
"Comparative business models that use the Internet channel").
Make your pricing dynamic
We envision that one of the important revenue tools will be selling the same content at different prices to different consumers in different places at different times -and even at the same time, for a variety of strategic reasons. Consumers have demonstrated that they will pay more for airline tickets and hotel accommodations when time is more important than money, or when a special circumstance is present. A global soft drink company has recently pioneered selling its canned sodas in Japan at prices that vary according to the weather -its "smart" vending machines read temperature metrics and automatically raise the price on hot days. So far, thirsty Japanese consumers willingly pay more (see sidebar. "Calculating what the traffic will bear").
Go global from the start: compress your windows
Companies of all sizes will continue to grapple with the impacts of globalizing markets and supply, and an environment of increasing complexity, exposure and layering. Even if their business models are not world wide, companies will gain great efficiencies by using "global" access infrastructure throughout every aspect of their operations and extended enterprise. More risk, but more reward. In a global market, digital content flows faster and farther, is easier to copy or pirate, and declines rapidly in value as it flows. Owners who use speed and ancillary revenue models, not just traditional streams, will maximize the share of the value they capture, as opposed to that captured by others in the value chain.
Businesses cannot control the "word of mouth" any longer. Winners will exploit consumer connectivity to their advantage, using the worldwide media to build anticipation, striking hard and fast to gain attention, and a larger portion of revenues in the shorter term.
Create standards that work
Whether we like it or not, there is a growing backlash against ubiquitous technology. Those resisting are not Luddites, but really savvy consumers who are tired of programs crashing, services failing, companies going bankrupt and products not delivering. Some of the reaction against technology is generational. Today's adults, faced with an upgraded version of a program they have been using for years are nonplussed when they do not receive a printed manual for "the" new way to perform functions. They experience more frustration than today's teenagers who grew up computing. Most computer savvy youngsters expect to experiment onscreen until they resolve a program's functionalities.
Comparative business models that use the Internet channel
A subscription to the New York Times costs money, but nytimes.com, the abbreviated online version, is free, and it allows customers to search articles and archives with a click. NYTs online format extends interest in its proprietary content around the globe -in real time. Some NYT consumers, however, such as commuters, New York residents or library reading rooms across the nation, genuinely prefer the paper version. The substantial volume of paid subscriptions helps allay the cost of maintaining a Web site. Consumers also transfer value to online advertisers by registering information when logging on.
Edmund's, which compiles new and used car prices and consumer reviews in book and magazine formats, also publishes its content at no charge online, but for a different reason.
Consumers need Edmund's content infrequently, and the content is assembled from publicly available sources. Edmund's leveraged its trusted brand of auto information into a strategic array of new value streams, such as partnerships in auto purchasing, loans, insurance, service, parts, accessories, and customer data management. Edmund's' strategy cuts into its paperware share, but builds brand reach and directs attention to its new revenue channels.
On one level, consumerism is about more enjoyment, greater ease, and relief from life stresses. Consumers do not want to work at the purchasing experience. Devices should be interactive, but first they must be easy for the non-techie to use. There will never be a totally universal operability standard; there will always be new innovations, platforms and standards. But for the next few years, brands that create interoperability between platforms will contend powerfully in the market for attention. MP3 is a prime example of a "standard that works" -in fact, it has worked so well that the eager attention paid by consumers has far exceeded the expectations of its creators.
MP3 was developed by the Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG), which is responsible for standards in feature films -hardly a renegade band of garage tech-heads. Its ease at enabling music file exchange enabled MP3 to migrate to the user community, where it became such a popular way to exchange digital music files that it spawned a small industry and an array of player devices. The measure of "a standard that works" is its ease of use and its extendibility to other uses beyond its original intent. Standards should satisfy the "person in the street", not the techie élites.
Share the investment risk
The digital age is bringing about a massive change in the world's IT infrastructure, but it will be a shared phenomenon, much like the Internet itself. As participants in a system with multiple components, companies will need to determine which parts of this infrastructure to own and which parts to connect with on an alliance or an outsource basis. The trend will be for slim business structures that are assembled and disassembled with relative ease to achieve rapid, converging and continuous innovation. The market will no longer reward only the traditional, vertically integrated "pyramid" company structure. Many companies will find greater profitability in migrating their business structure to the e-transformed organization illustrated in Exhibit 1 (Colker, 2001) .
Brand-owning companies should leverage their capital and focus on core competencies by relying less on internal sources of capital and focusing more on outsourcing non-core physical capital activities and support functions across the supply and demand chains. The new model will comprise clusters of external networked companies around a relatively low-capital, brandowning company focused on attention share and customer-facing activities -a model we call the attention loop. In this model, both brand capital and human capital are focused with maximum effectiveness and leveraged to drive growth. (Means and Schneider, 2000) .
Be a close follower: learn from others' mistakes
In the fast changing entertainment business, leaps of innovation have become so expensive that more and more major companies have learned to move cautiously, showing up at the party when it is already underway. Increasingly they will aim to be first in creative innovations, but "slow second" on technology. They will experiment, but let the technologists, their partners and the boutiques invest first, and learn from their mistakes. Given the fact that enchantment with innovation evaporates rapidly everywhere in the attention economy, the best strategy for companies in many industries should be to avoid the bleeding edge, while keeping informed by making focused, strategic investments to keep abreast of technology. But then follow close behind the leaders (since innovation will happen in Internet time), fill in the missing pieces and set the standards. First movers will take the brunt and often burn out; "best movers" will succeed in the long run. Smart companies will make investments to fit strategic priorities, find partners to share the ventures and risks, defer to them the tasks they do best, and focus on what their own company does best.
Focus your attention as companies converge and diverge
Mega brands traditionally identified with business capabilities in retailing, airlines, sports teams, banks, travel services and many others -will also begin to exercise their considerable clout along the value chains of many other markets. Convergence and divergence will characterize the development of both technology and of business models.
The solution? Do not allow your company to become too invested in any one idea -there is no "one answer." Your company should hedge, investing strategically in a bundle of carefully selected ideas, even though many ultimately may not work out. For some companies it will make sense to acquire or ally; for others, best interests will be served by divestitures and rightsizing to focus on new market opportunities.
The point for your company is this: take comfort. No matter the force, there will be some impediments to that force. Taking a lesson from the zealots in the dot.com era, say to your management team, "maybe not, there might be a slower way" -a way to accomplish your company's goal so that you get paid.
Your company should identify the key drivers affecting your industry sector, knowing that each has a limited life, and pay attention to that -your development portfolio -as well as to your customers.
You must continue to experiment and invest in spite of the reality that most of your new ideas may not work out. The ideas that do galvanize attention powerfully are the ones that will underscore your future success. Our Strategic Change Solutions help clients transform their enterprise and operations by:
• Framing industry opportunities and challenges into specific strategic options;
• Formulating actionable strategies that intersect business and technology; and
• Accelerating implementation through tailored operations and change programs.
In these ways, we enhance our clients' competitiveness and increase their sources of economic value.
The IBM Institute for Business Value develops fact-based strategic insights for senior business executives around critical industry-specific and cross-industry issues. Clients in the Institute's member forums -the Marketing and Customer Strategy Forum and the Knowledge and the Organizational Performance Forum -benefit from access to in-depth consulting studies, a community of peers and dialogue with IBM strategic advisors. These programs help executives realize business value in an environment of rapid, technology-enabled competitive change. You may contact the authors or send an e-mail to bva@us.ibm.com for more information on these programs.
